CASE STUDY

Chinese
International School
Aerohive has been right alongside of Chinese International School every step of the way. From
the planning stages, to the initial deployment, to expansion, and eventual upgrades - it has truly
been a partnership from day one.
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Located in Hong Kong, Chinese International School is a private school, for students in Reception to Year 13. Its
students come from diverse backgrounds, with over 30 ethnicities represented at the school. Originally opened
in 1983, the school has expanded over the years to include multiple campuses with over 1500 students and 320
staff members. Each person has two to three devices with them at a time and the school supports countless guest
users on its network as well. Currently, there is an average of 2,600 clients on the network in a given day. The
school’s bandwidth is inexpensive and reliable, so the missing piece of the puzzle is the stability and reliability
of the internal network.

The Challenge
Chinese International School’s original network was designed for
wired-only legacy clients, and once it added Wi-Fi-only devices to the
network, a controller-based Wi-Fi system was introduced in order to
serve clients. The School immediately felt the pain points. The controller-based network struggled with Bonjour traffic from day one, and they
began to experience other problems as well. The controller-based net-

work simply couldn’t handle the School’s client density. All of the traffic
was being tunneled back to the controller and couldn’t keep up with
the demands of the users. Devices struggled to maintain stable connections, and IT was powerless to solve the problem. They simply had
a network that wasn’t designed for the onslaught of devices they were
seeing on a daily basis.

The Solution
With Aerohive, the School’s Network Runs Efficiently and on Autopilot
In August 2013, the school launched a one-year academic and residential program of the highest calibre in Hangzhou, China. Aerohive and
Data World Computer & Communication Limited worked with the staff
at the school to ensure the expansion of the Wi-Fi network was finished on time, on budget, and the requirements satisfied administrators,
teachers, and students. Because Aerohive’s access points are managed
from HiveManager, no additional onsite hardware was needed.
After finishing the Hangzhou campus, Aerohive and Data World Computer & Communication Limited went to work on the Hong Kong campus
network deployment. With Aerohive’s distributed model, the installation and management of an additional campus was a drastically easier process than a controller-based installation would have been. Like
the Hangzhou campus, no onsite hardware was needed to connect the
new access points to HiveManager. It was a simple as plugging access
points into the network, and Aerohive’s auto-provisioning took over with
policy rollout and firmware updates.

“The network runs on autopilot. Day to day,
we don’t have to even think about it.”
– Sunil Talwar,
Deputy Director of Operations
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Chinese International School originally started with the Aerohive AP121,
and now use the Aerohive AP230 and AP250 (for dual 5 GHz options).
Overnight, their wireless network issues were solved. Aerohive allowed
a VLAN setup that wasn’t possible on their controller-based system, and
the School was able to work around limitations in its cabling and switch
configuration. Aerohive was able to once again make an old network run
efficiently and improved their service level agreement (SLA) from 70 percent back up to 99 percent. With a network improvement that dramatic,
one might think it would be a time-consuming process to maintain and
manage the network, but that couldn’t be further from the truth.
“The network runs on autopilot. Day to day, we don’t have to even think
about it,” said Sunil Talwar, Deputy Director of Operations, Chinese International School.

From a security point of view, they are leveraging Aerohive’s Private
Pre-Shared Key to onboard students and staff to the network. PPSK is
more secure than PSK, as employees can be limited to a set number of
devices, while maintaining ease of use, as well as remaining compatible
for all device types. As the School expands to IoT devices, PPSK will
continue to be a core part of its IT security plans.
From a business perspective, Aerohive fits the model the school needed.
Aerohive’s hardware cost came in comparable to other companies, but
the software cost was dramatically less the other companies the school
considered. The lower software licensing cost allowed Chinese International School to come in on budget with an on-schedule deployment.
The initial deployment went off without any problems thanks to Data
World Computer & Communication Limited.

A key aspect of the Aerohive experience for Chinese International School
is how the cloud-based network management platform, HiveManager,
can handle firmware updates. With most controller-based systems, firmware updates are all or none. For mission critical environments, this will
make every firmware update a cause for major concern. HiveManager
allows the school to update a few access points at a time so they can
test in a controlled environment prior to rolling out to the entire school.

The Results
Because Chinese International School has been a customer since 2012,
they have since moved their network management system from HiveManager Classic to the newest version of HiveManager. The migration
process took only a couple of hours, and there was no down time for
users due to Aerohive’s distributed architecture. Because the School is
now on the latest generation of Aerohive’s HiveManager, they can now
take advantage of the new cloud-managed networking technologies like
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning to improve network operations. If clients run into issues in the future, the IT department will be
able to use tools like Network 360 and Client 360 to help diagnose the
problem and remedy it.

Chinese International School is leveraging outdoor access points with a
mesh solution to cover their sports fields. The typhoons are harsh, and
the summers are hot, but the Aerohive access points have continued
to perform perfectly. A few outdoor locations are using indoor access
points inside of a weather-proof box. A key theme from the school’s IT
staff when discussing Aerohive hardware is quality.
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